Vision research has made very substantial progress towards understanding how we see. It is one area of psychology where the three-waythrust of behavioural measurements (psychophysics), brain imaging, and computational studies have been combined quite routinely for some years.T he purpose of this paper is to demonstrate ar elatively unusual form of computational modelling that we characterise as involving image descriptions. Image descriptions are statements about structures in images and relationships between structures. Most modelling in vision is either conceivedinfairly abstract terms, or is done at the level of images. Neither is entirely satisfactory, and image descriptions areasimple formulation of age-old ideas about aV ocabularyo f image features that ared etected and parameterized from actual digital images.
such-and-such apoint, but the purposeofvision is to tell youwhat-type of thing there is and where.
However,vision does not go as farastelling youthat the stimulus contains aflower of the saxifrage family,G rass of Parnassus (Parnassia palustris). Vision will deliver information aboutt he contents of the stimulus that you can use, if youh ave the necessaryb otanical expertise, to reach this conclusion. The idea that vision delivers information about current stimulation that can be used to make decisions, guide actions and formulateplans is not new and not difficult. It is, alas,rather bland and points out the obvious doing little moret han identifying vision with seeing.
SinceHubel andWiesel (1968, 1977) andCampbelland Robson (1968) ,visionscience hashad apowerfultheoretical construct to deal with thequestionofwhatinformationis extractedf roma ni mage.T he receptivefi eldi sa ni nformations election mechanism localizedatapointinthe image: aspecific receptivefieldcan tell youwhether theinput has aparticularpattern at aparticular place. Aset of identicalreceptive fields, onefor each point in thevisualfield, is avisualfilter.The output of avisualfilter is amap showingwhich parts of theinput stimulus have patternthatresembles thereceptive field.The earlys tagesof vision have many such maps,eachdealing with onetypeofelementarypattern. Thesemaps containall theinformation that vision delivers:theyare thesum totalofwhatwecan see. They have done very little towardsseeing, however: alltheytellyou is how-much pattern thereisinsuch-and-such avisualdirection.
The transition to the next type of representation is ac rucial one. Where as pecific point in an imagesufficiently resembles aparticular pattern, we could saythat it belongs to aspecificinstance of that pattern, such as an elongated edge. We will use the word structure to refer to aspecific instance of apattern. Asignificant number of points in an imagemap will belongtoany given structure in this way,the information theyhold can be replaced by adescriptionofthe structure. This leads us to think of the visual field, not as afixed array of points each holding how-much of some pattern, but as variable list of localized structures.
In almost arepeatofthe previous paragraph, we nowsay that theseprimitive structures, whichwillbesimpler than wholeobjects,can each belong to alargerstructure.The key to this levelo fr epresentation lies in thep rocess of grouping:d ecidingw hatb elongs with what,and most importantly also deciding what does notbelongwithwhat.
To summarize: we want to exploret he notion that vision delivers as ymbolic description of stimuli, using imagep rimitives rather like nounst or efer to elementary structures in the image. Primitives have properties: lengths,orientations, positions and so on. These properties are rather like adjectives: theys erve to distinguish between different instances of primitives. Finallyt he symbolic description also expresses relationships between imagep rimitives, forming groups. Thisg rouping is rather like using verbs to describe the way things (referenced by nouns) interact.
There is averyimportant consequenceoftaking the process of vision to this level of as ymbolic language-like description. The full set of possible images is colossal, much larger than the number of neurones inside the human cranium: even just the set of discriminable images is colossal. Moreover,e very imagew ef ormi no ur eyes is completely novel. Only alinguistic style of imagedescriptionwill provide the necessary generative power to be able to describe such alargen umber of images.
There is nothing new in the notionofasymbolic stageinvision. Perhaps in recent times it has been explainedm ost persuasivelyb yM arr ( 1976, 1982) . Marr'sp rimal Sketch was particularly exciting, 30 yearsago, because it suggested that one could take an imageand then actually simulate vision to produce adescriptionofthe scene imaged. It offered the prospect of actual models of vision rather than hypothetical and abstract formulations of vision.
Onemight supposethat30years wouldbeenoughtohavefulfilledthispromise:that there wouldbecomputational models of biological vision that produce descriptions, at least of images if notofscenes. Thetechnology hasbeen available-youcan readily obtaindigital images,and desktop computers nowhaveformidablepower (actuallythe graphics card in your home computerhas orders of magnitudemorepower than wasavailable to Marr) .
Marrsupposed that it is an important goal forvision to find and describe luminance edges in images, since theyoften (but not always) correspond to the occluding edges of objectsi nt he scene. Marrd idn't have access to good information about the general nature of everyday images and Marrand Hildreth (1980) simply had to suppose that the imagel uminance patterna cross the imageo fa no ccluding edgew ould have al ocally maximal intensity gradient across several adjacent spatial scales.T here is now considerable knowledgeabout the statistical nature of natural images (for areview, see Simoncelli &O lshausen, 2001 and Geisler,2 008) .S ince Marr there has accumulated detailed knowledge aboutt he properties and reliability of various types of featurefindingmechanism (for recent work see, Georgeson, May,Freeman, &Hesse, 2007 ;see also Morrone &B urr, 1988; Watt &M organ, 1985; Watt, 1988) .
However,t he deep issue concerns how edgei nformation might be represented. Acommon notion is that of an edgemap: an imagewherethe values are some measure of the presence of an edge. An edgemap can hold all the information about edges in an image, but cannot tell you directly very much abouta ny of it: only how-much edgea t such-and-such ap lace. Marr'sn otiono ft he fullp rimal sketch was richer in that he supposed that therew ould be primitive tokens standing forl ocalized pieces of edge. Each token would be described by various parametersrelatingtothe piece of edgethat the token referred to. Thisa rea -w hat the symbolic description should be -r emains poorly explored (see Watt, 1988 and Watt, 1991 fors ome post-Marrd iscussion).
We use the frameworkd eveloped by Watt (1991) to take the notion of ap rimal sketch further: an imagedescription that can be computed from any digital image. The purposeofthis paper is to show one way in which asymbolic form of imagedescription might be built and how that might openupnew explorations of vision. We expect that the model we describe is wrong in many differentdetails. However,wepersist because we think the architecture of amodel which generates asymbolic description of an image is useful. It is not known with any certaintyhow such amodel might be implemented in neurones inside the brain, but recent attentiont ol ong-rangei nteractions between relativelyremote receptive fields may hold the key(e.g. Li&Gilbert, 2002; Polat &Sagi, 1993; Yen &F inkel, 1998) .
Having explained the model in some detail, we will turntoasimple but well studied example domain, visual perception of printed text,t os how how the notiono fa n imaged escription can complement an existing set of rigorous and comprehensive psychophysical studies (for arecent review, see Legge,2007) .Thisdomain is along way removedf rom scene-perception, but has several useful features. The businesso f grouping -what goes with what and most importantly what does not go with what -is central and unambiguous to the effective descriptionofapageoftext. Pagesoftextare designed foraspecificp urpose, and with several centuries of design experience one might suppose them to be well designed.T he existence of as pecific purpose -w ord identification and word sequence representation-makes it possible to establish whetheramodel of vision is succeeding in doingsomething useful.
Making image descriptions
The model we describe has three steps (details are provided in the appendix). The first of these is familiar to all vision scientists: filtering. This process takes an opticali mage and produces ar angeo fd ifferentc opies, each filtered to enhance some particular feature. The second step is more novel: to produce descriptions of the significant structures in each of the filteredimages. Thissecond step is not as familiar but is critical because it represents ashift from the analogue domain of images into aquasi-linguistic domain of imagep rimitives. The third step is to group together the imagep rimitives, wherea ppropriate, to produce descriptions of larger scale entities in the image.
Step 1: Filtering The early stages of vision appear to employ rather simple linear filtering processes (e.g. Campbell &Robson,1968; Wilson &Bergen, 1979) . The input to such processes is an imagea nd the output is an imager epresentation, referredt oa safilteredi mage. The filtering process is modelledbyconvolution betweenanimageand afilter function: If the filter function is thought of as ar eceptive field, and the output of that receptive field as afi ring rate, thent he filtered images hows the output of as heeto fi dentical receptive fields densely coveringt he whole image. The value at any one point in a filteredimageisthe responseamplitude (firing rate) that would be found forareceptive field centredonthat point. Technically speaking, the filtered imageisanimagefunction because of its formal structure:tor ead it, yous pecify ap oint in images pace and then you can find out the responsev alue.
Visual filtersare selective forelongated structures in images and forpresent purposes varyi nt hree different parameters:t heyh ave an orientation preference; theyh ave as patial scale, or awidth preference; and theyh ave four differents patial phases, or a preference foraparticular type of luminance pattern-l ight bar,l ight/dark edge, dark bar,and adark/light edge. Example filtersare shown in Figure 2 . The 4phases are shown foravertically oriented filter of one spatial scale.
In essence,filtering is equivalent to cross-correlation: afilter will respond strongly to parts of an imaget hat have structure which is similar to the filter.F igure 3s hows the spatial patterno fr esponseo ffi ltersi n4o rientations to the image. The responses of filtersw ith differentp hases are shown in differentc olours. These spatial patterns are called filtered images. Any imagecan be taken and filtered: the process is entirely blind to the contents of the image.
Several observations can be made about the filtered images in Figure 3 . Notice,f or example, that therea re very strong responses to the edges of the petals, and weaker ones to the markings on the petal. The apexofthe top petal in the imagecauses astrong responseinthe horizontal filter (top left). Moving clockwiseround the petal edge, you can see that the place where there is as trongr esponsem oves progressively round through the othero rientations to the vertical filters. Differentp arts of the edgeo ft he petal cause responses in filterso fd ifferent orientations.
Although the filtersa re fixed structures, the patterno ft heir responsei sadirect consequence of the image. Moreover,p rovided af ull set of orientations and scales is used, then there is nothing lost from the image. Step 2: Finding primitives Filtered images contain characteristic spatial formso fr esponsep attern. The average spatial form of filter response(after rotation to align outputs from differentorientation filters) is shown in Figure 4w ith height standing forfi lter responsea mplitude. The predominantformoffilter responseisanelongated ridgeofhigh responsewith asharp fall offinresponseoneither side. The colouring of the surface shows the variability in filter response: red areas have the highestv ariability.T his suggests that the main differences between individual responses lie in their length.
The main area covered by aridgewill be referred to as an imageregion. Each region is an area of the imagewhere afilter of asinglephaseproduces aspatially uninterrupted regionofhigh response. The responseofafilteracross an imageisaset of such regions, varying mainly in four parameters: position, orientation, length and amplitude.
The critical partoft his is that each regionisdetermined by the imagecontents: its form is astrong consequence of the structure of the imageatthe place where it occurs. These regions could be the elementary features that are used fors ubsequent image understanding, and so we will treat them as primitives (see Watt, 1991 formoredetails) .
Each region is describedb yaset of parametersw hich encapsulate all that is important and usefulabout that region: i) position (centroid in two dimensions), ii) the orientation of its longest axis (obtained by finding the best fitting straight line through the ridge), iii) the length of the regionalong that axis (spatial standard deviation of filter response along ridge), iv) and the overall responsem ass (sum of filter responsewithin region).
These parametersare all robustinthat theyare not much affected by small details and variations in the filter responses. Figure 5s hows the regions that are found from the filtered images in Figure 3 (for simplicity,j usto ne phasei ss hown).E ach regioni sr epresented by ar ectangular block and the dimensions of the block correspond to the measured properties of the region-orientation, length and width.
To render the process of generating an imagedescription practical, we needarule to determine the actual boundary of each region. In as imple operational sense, we can say that everyr egion ends where the responser eaches zero, and thenuse some slight furtherprocessing to set the filter responses to zero where we don'twant them. Setting afi lter responset oz eroi s, itself, as imple threshold operation: afi lter output has to exceed some threshold value before it can be used further.Insimple terms, this could
Figure4. This figure shows the typical spatial form found in filteredimages. Vertical height shows the mean response value around peak responses. The colouring shows the areas in that response of low variance (blue) and high variance (red). As can be seen, the typical response is an elongated ridge -and the highest variability is in the length of the ridge (and therefore at either end of the average ridge).
be an imagew ide threshold: the samet hreshold is applied everywhere in the image. There are many other alternatives, such as local thresholds related to the contrast of the imageatthat point -local gain control mechanisms are effectivelythis (for example, see Heeger,1992) .
Step 3: Grouping primitives The final step is concernedw ith identifying which regions might belong together. Regionstend to lie close to each other in space where theybelongtogether.Proximity is known to be auseful and powerful cue forgrouping. Overlap -iespatial co-incidenceis the most extreme form of proximity.I ti sa lso the only form that does not requirea spatial metric or acritical distance.Inthis sense, it offers the simplest form of grouping.
Any continuous line will give rise to as eries of region primitives from different orientation filterst hat overlap in space at their ends and so can be grouped along the contour.T hisc an be seen in the responses to the edgeo ft he petal in. The resultant regiondescriptions can be grouped together.The regions in Figure 6are the subset of those from Figure 5w hich are mutually groupedb yv irtue of filter responseo verlap. As canbeseen, this simple grouping process,using only spatial overlap between filters of differento rientations (but similar in other properties), does ar easonablej ob of findingthe continuous edgeofthe object.This is afundamentalstep in visual processing of scenes. Marr(1976) referred to the outcome as curvilineargrouping, although he was vague on how it could be achieved.
Most objectsa re circumscribed by their occluding contour: their seen edgef rom a particular viewpoint.However,inside the occluding contour,there may be considerable There is agood reason fordoing grouping in this way, which is related to the notion of proximity.The intensity valuesinimages have acorrelationalstructure which varies with distance: intensities in neighbouring pixels tend to be highly correlated and intensities in distant pixels tend to have averylow correlation (Baddeley, 1997) . It has long been recognized that there is an important role forp roximity in grouping (for recent work, see Claessens &W agemans, 2005 and Kubovy,H olcombe,&Wagemans, 1998) .The scheme we use here can be thought of as an extreme version of grouping by proximity: overlap is proximity over ad istance of zero.
Using image descriptions in an example domain: Printed text
We have described asimple process that leads to adescriptionofanimageinterms of elongated structures with measured mass, length, orientation,position. This process can be applied to any imageand although it has anumber of design decisions,the only free parameter that remains is the threshold level used to delimit regions. We will now explore as pecificd omain with the imaged escriptionc oncept: the printed page. Although this seems like along way from the normal types of imagethat vision deals with and therefore not an obvious example, the printed pagehas two significant benefits: (i) we can be definite what asuccessful outcome forthe performance of amodel of visual perception should be; and (ii) there is ab ody of researchw hich has established experimentally what the limits on successful performance are forhuman observers.
Vision should deliver ad escription of ap rinted paget hat has one group fore ach word; those groups should each have information that allows the direct identification of the word. The identification step is apowerful one: the proposal is that there should be adictionaryofimagedescriptions, so that given the description, the identity of the word can be looked up. This provides the means to quantify the performance of av isual model, without having to inspect its output. Thatq uantified behaviour can then be compared directly with data from real observers.Inprinciple, one could do exactly the same thing fori mages of flowers(and it should be done).
Typography, at its crudest, is adesign process that selects where on apagetoplace fixed forms: letters. The lettersa re placed with some obvious and easily understood constraints. Theydon't overlap, fore xample, and in fact theydon'tusually toucheach other (the exceptions,w hich are less obvious in computer typeset material, are for certain combinations of letters, such as 'tt' and 'fi'). Presumably this constraint relates to the mechanics of typesetting -lettersstarting out as formsinenclosing rectangles -and also relates to the visual process -which is particularly adept at isolating mutually interconnected regions of ink.
Centuries of typographyh ave presumably refined practice so that currentp ractice will be close to the optimum: maximumlegibility and minimum cost. The optimum will dependonvariousfactors, but averysignificant one is the cost of paper and so we can expect that the amount of white space adopted by typographerswill tend to be as small as convenient. However,the constraint of legibility works in the opposite direction. It is clear that too little white space makes readingapiece of text difficultt or ead( seef or example, Hartley&B urnhill,1977) .
The essence of reading aparagraph of text lies in selective grouping: the lettersofa word need to be grouped together,but not with lettersofotherwords. It is trivial to see that the use of white spacei st he cue to this.
There is ac onsiderable literature on the psychology of reading, and in two areas there are results that are of direct significance forv ision. There has been considerable researchinto the effectsofl etter and word spacing on efficient reading. Studies of the effect of word spacing have tended to study the consequencesofreduced word spacing fore ye-movement patternsw hilstar eader follows ap ageo ft ext( Morris et al.,1 991; Epelboim et al.,1994; Rayner et al.,1998) . Reduced word spacing has consequences for wheret he eyewill be movedt on ext.
Aword provides several sources of information abouti ts identity: the sequence of letters; the overall shape defined by the sequenceo fl etter shapev ariations; even the length of the word alone is informative.T here is al argel iterature on this that has typically involved disrupting one or other cue to identity.Anearly claim was that word length and shape (defined as the locations of ascenders and descendersinaword) did not provide much actual information because theyare highly ambiguous (Groff, 1975) . This wascorrectedbyHaber and Haber (1981a Haber ( , 1981b who showed that taking word syntax into account could reducem assivelyt he ambiguity.S ubsequents tudies have either favoured the idea that word shapei su seful (e.g.H aber et al.,1 983) or have reached ac ontraryv iew (e.g. Paap et al.,1 984). Underwood and Bargh (1982) argued that the consequencesofaltering word shape wereameliorated because other routes to word identification were available and switched to. Ad etailed study in which words were created variously in mixed case, with mixed letter size and mixed letter spacing helped to clarify the effects (Mayall et al.,1997) .Their main conclusion is that the word shape effects tend to arise when theylead to either inappropriate grouping of lettersor when theyd isrupt trans-letter features.
We now explore the visual consequences, at the level of imaged escriptions, of various typographical practices. The results will be related to this literature.
In discussion after the exploration, we will consider some further recent studies from a perspective of visual perception of words.
Images of printed text
To help in exploring this domain, we have obtained 150i mages of printed text. The images are photographs of pages of books, fiction and non-fiction, from ab roadr ange of publication dates (1950-present) , and paperback and hardback. Each photograph was processed so that the horizontal width of the character 'n' wasastandards ize. In all that follows, this dimension (referred to as n-size)i st he unit of distance. Figure 8showsasample printed text image. It has been marked up into the rectangles enclosing characters(in green), the spaces within aword (blue) and the spacesbetween words (yellow). Although it is an unremarkable example of typography, it has several remarkable features, treating it simply as an imagefrom avisual point of view.
For example, inspection of the marked-up text imagea tt he top of Figure 8 , shows that the word spaces (yellow) are much wider than the character spaces (blue). In fact, the ratio of the width of spaces within words to the width of spaces betweenw ords (or between lines)i sa bout 7f or this example. This is enormous: ar atio of 1.1
Figure8. Some spatial properties of printed text. An example image of apage is shown at the top of the figure. Beneath this ared rawn graphs showing the distribution of white space parameters (redcharacter spaces; blue -w ords paces; black -l ine spaces). Note that the inter-character spaces are much smaller than the other two distributions. Alongside is a2Dhistogram of character heights versus widths. Note.T his shows as mall number of distinct clusters.
(10% difference) would be discriminable with some effort,a nd ar atio of 2w ould be discriminable without any effort at all. Similar considerations apply to the spacel eft between lines. On the face of it, the use of white space is extravagant. Figure 8 (bottom left) shows the distributions of character spaces, word spacesand line spaces from our set of 150 images of text. This property of relativelyl arges paces between words is quite general.
Examination of the form of printed charactersreveals more interesting features. One would suppose that printed charactersw ere to be as discriminable from each other as possible. Figure 8( bottom right) shows the joint distribution of character height and width across the sample of 150 pages. There arec lear clusters: heights of around 1.5 and 2.5, with afew between (heights less than 1are due to punctuation marks); and widths of 1, 1.5 and 2(widths greater than this are due to charactersjoined together). There are perhapsjust 4or5differentclustersinthis diagram, which does not suggest high discriminability.
Figure 9(top) shows the distributionofink across all the words (top 3panels) and characters(bottom panel)ofour sample of text images. For the words,the threepanels show the left edgeofthe words (aligned at their left edge), the body of words (aligned at their centre) and the right edgeofwords (aligned at their right edge). Eachcharacter is aligned at its left edgeand the baseline of the line of text. In terms of generating highest discriminability,o ne would expect these distributions to be uniform. Wheret heya re very high or verylow,theyshow afeature common to all stimuli which therefore does not providedifferential information. In bothcases, words and characters, the use of ink does not suggest the best strategy forcreating discriminable stimuli.
The actual patterns are also interesting. Forwords, thereisastrikingperiodic pattern of vertical lines.This periodicity has been observedbefore (Wilkins, Smith, Willison, & Beare, 2008 ), but has not been explained. Note also that this patterni ss uperimposed on, and obliterates any indication of the boundariesbetweenletters. For characters, the area with highestprobability of ink is av ertical line running down the left of the area. Nearly all charactershave some ink in this area. There is asecond vertical line running down the right of the area, where 50-60% of charactershave some ink. In between is an area with much less ink. On either edge-leftand right -thereare also areas above and beneath the main body where some characters have ink.
So this brief and incomplete exploration of printed text as images has revealed several features that are worth explaining. The use of white space is curious, not least in that the amount used seems to be excessive,given the costofpaper. The use of ink is similarly curious. Ink appearst ob ea pplied in veryr egular structures that are not optimum ford iscriminability.
Image descriptions of printed text
We now turnt oa pply the imaged escriptionm odel to one of these images of printed text. Figure 10 shows asmall section of such an image, the filter responses (just forone orientation) and the imaged escriptiont hat is produced. Inspection suggests these properties:
(1) The regions produced by the pageoftexttend to be longer,and more uniformin length, than those in the sceneimage. (2) The grouping of regions fort he text is substantially higher and more simply organized than fort he scene. 
Quantitativeanalysis of imagesoft ext
We now turntolook in some detail at the specifics of the imagedescription produced by pages. For this parto ft he analysis, we use synthetic images of words generated by placingcharactersinanimagewith Times Roman font at 48 point font size. In this way, we can control exactly the spatial relations between charactersand words.The words were the 10,000 most frequently used words in written English (Leech, Rayson,& Wilson, 2001 ). This set accounts for9 3% of all written words.
Analysis 1: Filter parametersf or grouping, segmentation and recognition Our analysis starts with isolated words and the issueofgrouping filter responsesinto a single entity.F igure 11 shows an imagea nd the imaged escription forasinglew ord. The dark lines joining the regions indicate that theya re joined together according to the overlap rule. In this case, with this particular value fors patial scale and threshold, the regions are all groupedt ogether so that the whole word is represented as a single group. For the first analysis, the single word stimuli were processed as the example above, except that spatial scale and threshold level were varied.For each combination of scale and threshold, the success of the grouping wasestablished. Correct grouping is defined as grouping of all the regions produced by the word imagethat lie between the leftmost and rightmost extremities of the word in the image. Figure 12 (top left) showst he proportion of words that are correctly grouped,a safunction of spatial scale and threshold level. As can be seen, there is asubstantial region of this space where words are correctly grouped.
The analysis now considersthe issueofcorrectly segmenting separate words. For this analysis, an imagewith six words was created: three each in two lines of text. Word and line spacings were set to the mean values forasample of 150 pages of text. The word spacing wasset to 1.5 times the n-size of the text, and the line-spacing was set to 4.5 times the n-size. Word spacing is measured as the gap between the rightmost extremityofone word and the leftmost extremityo ft he next word. Line spacing, on the other hand is measured as the distancefrom the base of lettersn(or equivalent)inone line to the base of lettersnin the next line. The distance from the base of adescender (e.g.letter y) to the top of an ascender (e.g. letter h) on the same line is 3.3 times the n-size. Figure 12 (top right) shows the proportion of images where the visual process resulted in as eparate groupedd escription fore ach of the six words. If any group resulted from more than one word, then this was counted afailure. As can be seen,there is still asubstantialregion of the parameter space wheresuccess is guaranteed, although it is different from the area forgrouping. Thisisnot unexpected -larger scales and low thresholdsw ill tend to cause the responsest ol ettersa nd to words to merge( causing correct grouping and incorrect segmentation respectively).
Our final analysis in this section is more ambitious. Inspection of Figure 11 indicates that the groupedd escription is actually as imple linear sequence of regions. Does this sequence of regions contain enough information to specify the word? The regions vary in all of their parameters, but we will considero nly two: vertical lengths and vertical positions.
The simplified computational question considered was this. Eachw ord from the dataset is processed to produce as equence of regions. For each region, the two dimensions are each quantized to just three categories, so that each region is represented as one of just nine differentpossibilities. How many words produce unique codes? Category boundaries on each dimensionwere explored using asimplexsearchto find the set of boundaries that yielded the greatest number of unique codes. Figure 12 (bottom) shows the results as aproportionofwords with unique codes (ie successes) as afunction of spatial scale and threshold. There is asubstantial region of the parameter space,including that rangerequired forgrouping and segmentation, where the rate of success is very close to 1. Across this region of parameter space, the category boundaries that the simplexfound were within 1% of an equalsplit of the distribution of Figure 12 . These threepanels show the effects of filter scale and threshold value on three measures of performance: (i) grouping of letters into words, (ii) segmentation of words from surrounding words, and (iii) production of unique codes for each wordina10,000 worddatabase.Spatial scale is given in units of n-size to log(2), so avalue of 0ont he x -axis corresponds to 1n-size.
lengths or vertical locations. The categoryboundaries forlength correspondinFigure 4 above to the points along the ridgeat x values of 12 and 24, nicely bracketing the area of highestvariance.
This observation, based on specific information derived from actual printed words rather than abstractc onceptualizations of word shape, illuminates the question of whetheritispossible that words could be recognized without recognizing letters(such as by word shape).G roff ( 1975) claimed that word shape didn ot distinguish enough words, especially shorthigh frequency words. Haber (1981a, 1981b) claimed the opposite. The present result suggests that words can be identified reliably without recourse to letters, in principle if notinp ractice.
We must note immediately,that it would be aleap to go from observing that 99% of the 10,000 most commonwords yield unique codes, to supposing that this could be a mechanism forw ord recognition. These codes are inscrutable: you cannot infer the word from the code in the same way that asequenceofidentified lettersusuallyleads to the word. So the unique code foranewword will not be known. So,the most that can be argued is that these unique codes are of some assistance in reading under the right circumstances.
The moregeneral and interesting point is to note how apowerful code can be made from these simple regions categorized into just three clustersi ne ach of just two dimensions. As ademonstration that imagedescriptions could be useful, we believe this is relatively convincing.
When we put these three analyses together,wenote that thereisanarea of the scale and threshold space towards the bottom left of the plots in Figure 12 , where successful grouping of lettersi nto words, successful segmentation of different words and successful recognition can all occur.
Analysis 2: White space parameters The preceding analyses have shownthat the basic requirements of intraword grouping and simultaneousi nter-word segmentation are met by our model of imaged escription forarangeofspatial scales and thresholds, when the text is typeset according to normal white space practice. This suggests that the fundamentalp urposeo fw hite space is to ensure an appropriate patternofg rouping in the visual description. To assess this,we have generated synthetic paragraphs, each with six differentw ords arranged into two lines of three words, and measured successful grouping and segmentation as afunction of word spacing and line spacing.
Inspection of Figure 12 shows that forthe given word and line spacing employed in that data, there is alimited band of spatial scales that will lead to correct grouping and segmentation. Forathreshold value of 0.06, forexample, the smallest spatial scale that reliably leads to 90%successful performance is about 0.5 n-units (set by grouping limits) and the largest is about 1n -unit( set by segmentation limits). So the rangeo fs patial scales that generates good performance fort hese word and line space values is about 1octave. Thismeasure, canbeinterpreted as ameasure of how likely the visual system is to have exactly the right filter to do the processing. Ab andwidth of an octave is a comfortable outcome, as the visual system is almostc ertain to have at least one filter with aspatial scale somewhere inside that range.
Increasing word or line spacing does not changethe probability of correct grouping performance, and hence does not changet he smallest spatial scale that can support successful performance. However increasing word or line spacing increases the probability of correct segmentation, and hence increases the largest spatial scale that can achieveg ood performance. So, fora ny combination of word and line spacing, we can calculatet he range of spatial scales that can support good performance. Figure 13 (left panel)shows the rangeofspatial scales,calculated as abandwidth in octaves, that can supportperformance at 90% correctly grouped and segmented words, as afunction of bothwordspacing and line spacing. As can be seen, the effects of line spacing and word spacing are almosti ndependent of each other.Aword spacing of 1.5 n-units, and aline spacing of 4.5 n-units is required to provide optimum bandwidth of just about 1octave. Figure 13 (right panel) shows asimple efficiency analysis. We define efficiency here as the number of correctly grouped and segmented words per unit area, divided by the maximum possible number of densely packed words in the same unit area. The highest efficiency is of the order of 45%, which occursfor small but not negligible word and line spaces. The consequence of making either line or word spacing smaller than the optimal (for the model) is to lose nearly all efficiencyb ecause words merget ogether.T he consequence of making either white space parameter larger is just to waste some paper with asmaller drop in efficiency.
It is of interest to compare this result with the analysis of real paragraphs from books. These parametersw ere measured from the sample set of images of pages of books, described above. The joint distribution of word and line spacesf rom that sample is shown as black dots on the efficiencyfi gure. It is quite tightly constrained. The fit between the efficiency implications of the visual model and typographical practice is very close indeed. Figure 13 . This figure shows an analysis of the effects of white space parameters on visual performance.Onthe left, the measure of performance is the range of filter scales (in octaves) that will successfully group letters and segment words. As can be seen, that range is 1octave for wordspacing greater than 1n-size and line spacings greater than 4.5 n-size.The panel on the right shows an efficiency analysis: Efficiency is defined as the number of correctlygrouped and segmented words divided by the maximum possible number of words per unit area. This panel also shows the actual values for white space employed in our sample of text images. As can be seen, efficiency is best at around 45%, and most examples of printed text use parameters that will yield efficiency close to this.
It is also of interesttocompare this resultwiththe existing empiricalliterature. Adequate word spacingh as been establisheda si mportant forr eading.T he presentr esults simply addfl esht othatfi ndingb ys howing howg roupinga nd more importantly segmentation breakdownwhenthere is notadequate word spacing. ThefindingofMayall et al. (1997) that some changes in word shaperesultininappropriate letter groupingand loss of transletter patterns is also worth exploringfurther in thelight of thebehaviour of this model.
Closing observations about pagesoft ext
There is ag reat deal more could be said about typographya si tr elates to vision. However,for present purposes, typographyhas been avehicle forillustrating anotion of imaged escription, not an endi ni ts own right. That we have ac ouple of novel explanations forf eatures of typographyi sawelcome bonus.
This analysis has demonstrated two fundamental properties of printed text, as it relates to imaged escriptions.
(1) The grouping and segmentation of ap aragraph can be accomplished readily by using filter responseoverlap providedwhite spaceparametersare not less than a critical value.T hise xplains why the amount of white space required is so high, resulting in an efficiency of under 50%.
Our starting inspection of white spaceinprinted text in Figure 8notedthat the use of white space in printed text was highly wasteful. Whilst this results in alow efficiency for the use of paper,itdoes result in areadily readable layout which uses properties of this model of the visual system to achievel etter to letter grouping and word from word segmentation. The explanation of the largeamounts of white space in apagerelates to the nature of the filterst hat respond to pages of text.
(2) Words can be recognized effectively by sub-letter features. These features seem to bridgethe gap between word letter sequence and word shape cues.
Our starting inspection of words in Figure 9i dentified regular vertical periodic structure. According to our analysis, this regular structure is important forg rouping a word. Ouranalysis of unique codes forwords has utilised this structure, treatingitasa 1D bar-codei nw hich the barsv aryi nv ertical position and vertical length (but not in horizontal separation). The use of 1D bar-codedescriptions has powerful computational benefits, but also costs. The benefits are that theya re veryr obust in an unpredictable environment, theyc an be very easily adjusted to suit an ew typeface, and theya re computationally simple to compute. The costs are that a1 Ds equenceh as inherent limitations such as it is not robustt or eflection (making am irror image), inversion (turning upside down) or ac ombination of the two. It requires letterst ob eh ighly constrained in how theyare formed and how theyare placed. Theyhave to be formed out of principally vertical strokes of as mall number of uniforms izes. Theyh ave to be placed so that theya re aligned vertically,p arallel in orientation.
Closing observations about image descriptions
We finish by emphasizing some aspects of our imagedescriptionmodel. We startthis by looking at what the notion adds to the existing literature on visual aspects of reading. Then we conclude with amoreg eneral point about visual perception.
Image descriptions of text
The starting-point forc reating an imaged escriptioni safilter.Anumber of empirical psychophysical studies have identified important characteristicso ft he filter or filters that underlie the recognition of lettersa nd words. Legge, Pelli, Rubin, and Schleske (1985) s howed that the critical band of spatial frequencies forr eading is around two cycles per character.Thatcorresponds veryclose to the spatial scale that we have found to be optimum forgrouping, segmentation and recognition. Our best filter has ascale of 0.6 n-size (see Figure 12) ,w hich whene xpressed in cycles per character becomes 2.1 cycles per character (character size is approximately 1.25 times n-size).
Solomona nd Pelli (1994) have shownt hat letter identification is accomplished by the use of asinglevisual filter,also finding acentre frequencyofaround 2-4 cycles per character.Our data in Figure 13 show that the bandwidth of the rangeoffiltersthat can do the task is quite narrow (around 1o ctave), which also suggests that as inglefi lter would be involved. Majaj, Pelli, Kurshan, and Palomares (2002) extendedthe analysis of filtersa nd letter identification, confirming the Solomon and Pelli finding forawider rangeo ft ypefaces. Theya lso found that when the text wasm ade larger,t here was a tendency fort he filter used to be at ah igher frequency,w hen expressed as cycles per character,implying that finer detail is used. Chung, Legge,and Tjan(2002) found similar results.O ur data in Figure 12 show that therei sl ittle if any theoretical costi nu sing a smaller scale (ie higher frequency)fi lter,a tl east over the rangew etested. Chung and Tjan (2007) have qualified this by showing that when one adds further lettersinto the display (but still only requiring the identificationofasingle letter), there is atendency to uniformly use finer scale filters. In this case of letter identification in the presence of otherl etters, there is ap otential costa ssociated with grouping. Although grouping all the imageprimitives foraword together (or asingleisolated letter) is agood principle forw ord recognition, grouping could maket he identification of individual lettersmored ifficult. Using finer scales will tend to result in less grouping.
There hasbeen littleattention paidtostages in the process that would correspond to our imageprimitives and the general notion of imagedescription. However,Pelli, Burns, Farell, and Moore-Page( 2006) studied psychophysically some of the properties of the visual processes that achievethe detection and identification of lettersinthe presence of visual noise. Theyf ound that the successful identification of al etter is based on the detection and subsequent combination of as mall number (around 7) of component features, not on the detection and identification of the letter as aw hole form. Subsequently, Pelli and Tillman (2007) have shown that the recognition of aword in turn depends in largem easure on letter identification. In both cases,t he alternative hypothesis was that the identification wasachieved by the application of awhole object (lettersorwords respectively) template. Awhole object template would providebetter performance ford etectiona nd identificationi nh igh visual noise, and so the failure to show whole object templates is significant.
These authors did not make the step of identifying the features involved. Their notion of feature based recognition and our imaged escriptions share an umbero f commonp roperties. The manner in which theyu se the termf eature and we use the termi magep rimitive differsf undamentally,h owever.P elli et al. (2006) use the term featuretorefer to apiece of the image, whereas we use the termimageprimitive to refer to an internal description of av ariable piece of image. It may well be that our image primitives are indeedd escriptions of the imagef eatures that Pelli et al. refer to.
The final stagei no ur model is the grouping stage. That is the stagew hich, in our formulation, determines the consequences of white space. There have been af ew studies of the role of white space in word recognitiona nd reading, and these are all consistent with the typographical convention of using quite largea mounts of white space. Rayner,Fischer,and Pollatsek (1998) found that the absence of word spaces has strong interfering effects on word identification and eye-movement control. Chung (2004) h as found ad rop in reading speed fors maller than normal line spacing in text. Our analysis of white space is in line with these findings.
Image descriptions
The main purposeo ft his paper is not to explore or explain typography, and certainly not to stray into the minefield of researchi nto word recognition and reading. Instead, the paper simplyh ijacks that areao fr esearcht oi llustrate am ore general point about researchi nto vision concerning the importance and utility of imaged escriptions in low-level vision.
It is necessary to distinguish between making information about the stimulus available, and making information about the stimulus explicit. In crude terms, it is one thing to show that as eries of neural processing operations results in an eurone responding differentlytotwo types of stimulus (that the information is available) -but it is quite another to show how the rest of the brain would know which neurone was carrying that information (making it explicit).
Imaged escriptions are not mentalp ictures because theym ake images tructure explicit. It is perhapsacommonplace, but one that should be reiterated frequently,that the outcome of visual perception is not am entalp icture. This seems completely uncontroversial because am entalp icture would require ap erceiver,o pening up an infiniter egression. There certainly are picture-in-the-head stages in vision and in fact much of the detailed neurophysiological and psychophysical knowledgeo fv ision relates to stages that are essentially of this form.P ictures-in-the-head, images, make information about stimuli available but not explicit. Imagedescriptions are required to do that.
Despitethe fact that we have used imagedescriptionstoachieve word recognition, they arenot imagerecognition.Thisisimportant becausethe outcomeofvisualperceptionis notjustasetofrecognitions-assignations of stimuliintopredefined categories.Thisalso seemscompletelyuncontroversial: Ican seecompletelynovel squigglesonapage without recognizingthem. Ad escription stagec an be flexibletodealsensiblywithnovelstimuli (see Watt andPhillips, 2000 foramore detailed accountofthis).
Our model is able to do things like word grouping and segmentation, and perhaps even word recognition, because it moves away from the data format of images, and employs alanguage-like descriptive stage. The limitations on how successfully it can do it are certainly limitationsinthe image, but the processes involved are not image-based processes.
In its essence, the imagedescription we have explored here is alanguagetodescribe useful patterns in images. At the same time, it can be seen that the imagedescriptions that we present here have the additional feature of equally being alanguage in which a wide rangeo fv isual tasks can be described. In that sense, imaged escriptions become ac ommoni nterface between optical information, which is imageb ased,a nd task demandswhich are typically propositional. In theory,this common stagecould be at a rangeo fd ifferentlevels.
It is possible although computationally complex, to specify most visual tasks in terms of imagea nd pixel operations. At this level, therei so nly one type of descriptor,t he pixel, and it has only one property,ascalarvalue. Any imagecan be described as alist of pixels,although the length of the sentencewould be enormous. Similarly,any visual task can be specified as as et of operations on al ist of pixels:o nce again the sentence length would be enormous. Equally,i ti sp ossible to create ad escriptive language that is veryhigh level, has multiple differenttypes of imageprimitive, each with its own set of properties, and multiple different types of relation between them. Such a descriptive language would have verys horts entences, but would not naturally deal with novel images. The level we have chosen, which correspondsb roadly to local elongated structures, seems like acompromise between ability to deal with novelty and sentence length.
Closing observation about the model
We conclude with one observation about the enterprise described here. We have described am odel that is an actual software system which takes an actual gray-scale image( photograph) as its input and produces as ymbolic description as its output. That output can be used to maked ecisions about the contents of the image: we have shown how it can be used to segmenta nd then identify words. The model is unusual in this respect.
There is not yetenoughhard evidence to fully justify manyfeatures of the model, but summarizing existing evidence is not its primaryfunction. The model exists to explore ways in which studies of visual tasks can be modelled in concrete, computable terms from agray-scale imagetoamodelled responseinavisual task. The rangeofapplications of such at ypeo fm odel is large. Af ew examples would include:v isual contrast detection; contour shape analysis; face recognition and related tasks; and scene salience computation.
